Abstract-In the last century together with Levon Other extremal problems can also be studied in this q J setting.
n-d+ 2r <min±n+1,n-d+2n 2 Other extremal problems can also be studied in this q J setting. As in [2] we study optimal anticodes in Hamming Moreover, up to permutations of {1,2... n} and spaces h-n = (Xn, dH) but now with the additional permutations of the alphabet X= {=0,.. , q -1} in constraint that they form a subgroup of gmn =n the components the optimal configuration is unique, 1'unless the direct sum of a group g on X= {0, 1 ...-,q 1}. 
Kq-d2l and Kq-2 d11.
is the diameter of U.
Finally we mention that we write groups additive, because we write concatenation of words multiplicative, Farrell [5] , see also [8] , has introduced anticodes for un c n : un = U12 ... un. For A C gn-1 and (n, r, d) as subspaces of GF(2)n with diameter con-a E g we write Aa for the set {an = a, a2 ... an-la straint d and dimension r. But even this special case a,a2 ... an-, E A} and more generally for B C gm of our problem (consisting in maximizing r for given and at E f we write Bat for the set {bma : b' E n, d) has not even been considered. They were actually B}. Furthermore for A c gm, B C f used for an analysis of codes (see [8] ) and in that connection words in U were even considered with AB {ab: a C A, b E B}.
multiplicities.
In [2] we solved the long standing problem of deter-II. MORE NOTIONS The proof is based on the following five lemmas. We show now how the previous approach generalizes, but this contradicts v E Uf01 (because v occurs with
We assume q -3 and the cyclic group C3 of order 3. extension 0 only). to the non-binary case with the constraint a n VbnI < d.
